Progression of First-Time Freshmen
Outcomes by Year for Every 100 Beginners
1998-1999 Entering Class (Summer, Fall, Spring entrants)

Outcomes for each year are as of the spring term of the year (e.g., Outcomes after 1 year are through Spring 1999)

Sources: SUS Retention Files; National Student Clearinghouse Enrollment Data

Note: "Stopout" = one fall or spring term during year with no enrollment. Stopouts may return in any subsequent term.
Stopouts are included in the numbers of continuing students.

"Transfer"= first institution enrolled in after leaving FAU. Actual transfer enrollment may be in any subsequent term.

Of the 25 students who transfer to a Community College:
17 have FAU GPA's less than 2.00
7 eventually transfer to a 4-yr institution

Of the 41 students who transfer from FAU:
18 graduate within 6 years at another SUS institution, making FAU's
SUS graduation rate 41%
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